We characterize the boundedness and compactness of weighted composition operators between weighted Banach spaces of analytic functions //° and H£°. We estimate the essential norm of a weighted composition operator and compute it for those Banach spaces W° which are isomorphic to CQ. We also show that, when such an operator is not compact, it is an isomorphism on a subspace isomorphic to c 0 or looFinally, we apply these results to study composition operators between Bloch type spaces and little Bloch type spaces.
Introduction
Weighted Banach spaces have been widely studied. These spaces appear, in a natural way, in the study of the increase of analytic functions. See, for example [1, 14, 15] , and references therein. In [2, 3] , Bonet, Domanski, Lindstrom and Taskinen studied composition operators between weighted Banach spaces of analytic functions. This class of operators have been considered as defined on different classes of Banach spaces of analytic functions. See, for example, the papers of Shapiro [20, 21] , the survey of Jarchow [11] and the monograph of Cowen and MacCluer [7] .
Weighted composition operators C v^ (see Section 2 for the definition) have been studied by different authors. For example, it is well known that all isometries of the Hardy spaces H p (D) for 1 < p < oo, p ^ 2, are weighted composition operators (see [3] Weighted composition operators 43
Many results on weighted spaces of analytic functions have to be formulated in terms of the so-called associated weights which are defined by
v(z) := (sup{|/(z)| : / e ff~, 11/IL < I})"'-
We have that v is also a weight. If we take v instead of v, both the spaces H° and H™ and the norm || • || v do not change. We use the following properties of the associated weights: v(z) < u(z); given z e D, the element S z of (tf ~)* defined by S z (f) = / (z) satisfies ||<5 Z || V = l/7(z). If u is typical, then v is typical and It is worth pointing out that v p = v p whenever 0 < p < oo and v p (z) = (1 -|z| 2 ) p . In particular, they are essential typical weights.
Let us recall (see [19] 
) that if t; is typical, then (H°)* is isometric to L l (B)/N,

(z)f(zMz)dA(z).
We also have that (//°)** is isometric to H£°, where the inclusion map is the canonical injection from a Banach space into its bidual. Finally, we introduce some notations and agreements. If / 6 //(CD), we note M(f, r) := sup |z(=r |/(z)|. If/ is non-zero, we have that v(z) = M(f, r)" 1 is a weight satisfying v = v. As usual, we denote the norm of H°° by || • Hoc. We reserve the letters v and w for weights. When A c |R° is the empty set, we take sup A = 0. We always assume that given a weighted composition operator C v ,^, there exists a point z such that ^(z) 7^ 0.
Boundedness of weighted composition operators
In this section we characterize the boundedness of weighted composition operators defined on H™ and H°. The proofs in this section are strongly inspired by [3] . 
and hence the operator Q,^ : H™ -> H~ is not bounded.
Conversely
It remains to calculate ||Q,^||. On the one hand, the foregoing argument shows that
On the other hand, since (C V ,$)* (8 Z 
\z\<r,
In Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, when the weight v is not essential, it is necessary to work with the associated weight as it was pointed out for composition operators in [3] .
Our next result characterize the functions <p and \{r such that the operator C vî s bounded for every weight v. We need the following lemma which is a slight generalization of [3, Lemma 2.5]. - . Assume that there is a sequence (z n ) in D such that |z n I -*• 1 and |^>(z n )| > |z n |forall n. Since is ^ 0, we take z n such that \ir(z n )\ ^ 0. Define r n = \z n \ and R n = \<p(z n )\. Without loss of generality we assume that r 0 < R o < r t < Ri < r 2 < R2 < • ••. Take a n = n/\yjr{z n )\. By Lemma 3.3, there exists a function/ 6 //(D>) such that
x and, for each n, choose 6 n € K such that M(f, R n ) = \f {e w "<p{Zn))\-It is easy to check that C^^^ is bounded on H™ and that for all n, where p$ n (z) = e' e "z. This implies that
for all n and we have a contradiction.
(iii) implies (i). By [3, Theorem 2.4], the operator C v is bounded for every weight. Moreover, since \js e H°°, the pointwise multiplication by \Jr is also bounded. So Q,,^ is bounded.
(iii) implies (ii). Bearing in mind Proposition 3.2, since \j/ € H°° we have to show that Cy^ is bounded on H™. But this is true because (iii) implies (i).
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(ii) implies (iii). This implication can be obtained in a similar way as (i) implies (iii), noting that the function / of Lemma 3.3 can be taken non-bounded.
•
In [3] , Bonet, Domariski, Lindstrom, and Taskinen obtained some interesting characterizations of the functions <p satisfying the following condition: there is r e ]0, 1 [ such that \<p(z)\ < \z\ for every z s D with \z\ > r.
The results of this section were obtained for composition operators by Bonet, Domariski, Lindstrom, and Taskinen in [3] .
Compactness of weighted composition operators
We now characterize the compactness of weighted composition operators. In fact, we estimate the essential norm of these operators. Recall that the essential norm of a continuous linear operator T is defined by
Since || T\\ e = 0 if and only if T is compact, these estimations give us the conditions in order to get that T is compact.
Define
, T k is a compact operator and ||7i|| < 1 and it is not difficult to check that T k converges to the identity in the strong topology of operators on L(//°). In particular, we have that \\Id -T k \\ < 2. We do not know if \\Id -71|| tends to 1. Following the arguments given in [18] , we infer that when H% is isomorphic to c 0 , the sequence (7i) can be replaced by a sequence (L k ) in order to obtain that the distance to the identity tends to 1 and keeping the others properties. The existence of this sequence of operators allows us to compute the essential norm of the weighted composition operator when the space H° is isomorphic to c 0 . It is worth mentioning that, in [14, 15] 
where and
Now we estimate I rk and 7 rJt . On the one hand, we have that
#>(z)l>r W(<PU)) f
On the other hand, The last inequality implies that
.," I, -, .
When v is a typical weight such that //"" is isomorphic to c 0 , the above arguments can be followed just replacing the sequence (T k ) by the sequence (L k ) that we got in Lemma 4.1.
We now prove the lower estimate of the essential norm. We proceed by contradiction. Assume we can find constants b > c > 0, a compact operator K : H™ -• H™ and, for each n, a point z n e D> such that \<p(z n )\ -*• 1 and
and a(n) goes to infinity. Define g n (z) := z ain) f n (z) for all n. Clearly, (g n ) is a sequence in B H o and converges to zero uniformly on the compact subsets of D. So, (g n ) converges to zero in the weak topology of H° and, thus, converges to zero in the weak topology of // u°°. Since K is compact, we infer that ||ATg n |L -*• 0. Now, we have that
This inequality implies that
which is a contradiction.
• Applying Theorem 4.2 we obtain a characterization of weighted composition operators which are compact. use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870000183X
Clearly, (g n ) is a sequence in B H <* and converges to zero uniformly on the compact subsets of D>. Since Q,,^ is compact, it is not difficult to check that || C v^( g n )\\ w -> 0. But
which is a contradiction. Conversely, applying Theorem 4.2, it is enough to prove that C 9i^ is continuous providing that V e / /~ and lim r _i sup l9b)1>r |^(z)|io(z)/u(^(z)) = 0. Let r < 1 be such that sup |v(j)1>r \f(z)\w(z)/v(<p(z)) < 1. Then sup I€D |^(z)|u>(z)/v(<p(z)) < max{l, |^L / 7 ( r ) } . D
The proof of Theorem 4.2 can be also adapted to show the following result.
THEOREM 4.4. Let v and w be typical weights and suppose that the operator v^ : H° -*• H° is continuous. Then am sup ^, < Q * < 2 hm sup
If v is a typical weight such that H° is-isomorphic to c 0 , then
C,^ = hm sup .
COROLLARY 4.5. Let v and w be typical weights. Then the operator Q,,^ : H® H° is compact if and only if
,. W(z)\w(z)
_ , ., . . . .
hm -= = 0 (uniform limit).
ui-i U(<P(Z)) u w essential, v can be replaced by v.
Now we characterize the pairs of analytic functions such that the weighted composition operator is always compact.
COROLLARY 4.6. Let <p, \jr be two functions in H(D) such that tp(D) C D. Then the following statements are equivalent (i) for every weight v, the operator C Vi^ is compact on H£°; (ii) for every typical weight v, the operator C 9^ is compact on H°; (iii) the function ifr belongs to H°° and the following statements hold
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PROOF, (i) implies (iii) and (ii) implies (iii). By Theorem 3.4, x// belongs to H°°a nd satisfies (b).
Assume that (a) is false. Then, we are going to find a typical weight v such that C v^ is not compact on H° and on H™. 
< W(z n )\ and, by (a), we have that \r/f(z n )\ goes to zero.
(iii) implies (ii). Again, it is enough to show that (ii) holds for essential weights. So, fix an essential and typical weight v. We apply Corollary 4.5. We have to prove that hmxs = 0. 
Non-compactness of weighted composition operators
In this section we prove that if a weighted composition operator is not compact, then it acts as an isomorphism on a big subspace. We give the proof with the little spaces because in the construction of the subspace where Q,,^ is an isomorphism we have to check that a series converges and it is easier to see this convergence in H£°t han in H°. Bourgain showed that H°° also enjoys the property (V) (see [4] ), but we do not know if H™ has it for every weight. 
Applications to composition operators on Bloch type spaces
In this section, weighted composition operators on // u°° are used to solve questions on composition operators on Bloch type spaces. We begin with some definitions. For each 0 < p < oo, the Bloch type space is given by Bloch type spaces are connected to the study of the growth conditions of analytic functions and [24] is a good survey for results about these spaces. Composition operators defined on Bloch type spaces have been used by Jarchow and Riedl to characterize the nuclearity of composition operators between Hardy spaces [12] .
We also work with the spaces defined by It is well known that the weight v p is essential, in fact, it can be proved that v p = v p and, by [15, page 311] , H° is isomorphic to c 0 . The map <J> P : §S P -> H™ given by ® P (f) = / ' is an isometry (onto) and <& P i&o is an isometry onto H®. The aim of this section is to apply our results from the previous sections to Bloch type spaces.
5, = (/ e
The proof of the following lemma is routine (and probably known), so we omit it. We have to introduce some terminology. Given Banach spaces X and Y with norms || • || i and || • || 2 respectively, we denote by X ©] Y the Banach space X © Y endowed with the norm ||(jc,y)|| = ||JC||, + ||y|| 2 . Given a e D>, define
(ii) and (iv). Suppose that <p(0) = 0. We have that (1 -|z| 2 )/(l -\<p(z)\ 2 ) < 1.
Moreover, the Schwarz-Pick lemma implies that \<p
So, and we apply (i) and (iii) to finish the proof in this case.
If <p(0) ^ 0, take a = <p(0). Then C^ is bounded. Lemma 6.2 concludes the proof.
The boundedness of the operator C v : 9S P -* 9& p was studied by Madigan [16] , when p < 1 and by Madigan and Matheson, when p = 1 [17] . So, by (ii), C^ is compact. (iv). If C,f is not compact, C^^ig is also not compact. So the weighted composition operator 4>,oC fcof |jj o (<& P )~l : H™ -*• H™ is not compact and by Theorem 5.2, C<i> a o<e\<k must be an isomorphism on a subspace isomorphic to £",. But then, C v has the same property.
The compactness of the operator C v : 38\ -> <^i was studied by Madigan and Matheson [17] . Montes-Rodriguez [18] obtained the essential norm of a composition operator defined on the Bloch space. Let us point out that Shapiro obtained a different characterization of the compactness of the composition operators Q, : 38 p ->• 38 p , when 0 < p < 1 (see [21] The compactness of the operator C v : &} -»• 3&[ was studied by Madigan and Matheson [17] . Montes-Rodriguez [18] obtained the essential norm of a composition operator defined on the little Bloch space. Again, by Theorem 6.5(iv), C v : B §°p -> 8P q is weakly compact if and only if C v is compact. This result was obtained in [17] for the case p -q = 1.
